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Abstract: We give a simple geometric description of all formal differentiable defor-
mation quantizations on a Kahler manifold M such that for each open subset U C M
*-multiplication from the left by a holomorphic function and from the right by an
antiholomorphic function on U coincides with the pointwise multiplication by these
functions. We show that these quantizations are in 1-1 correspondence with the
formal deformations of the original Kahler metrics on M.

1. Introduction

Formal deformation quantization on a symplectic manifold M (see [1]) is a structure
of associative algebra on the space of formal series C°°(M)[[v]] such that the mul-
tiplication in this algebra (denoted by * and named *-multiplication) is a deforma-
tion of the point-wise product of functions on M and the commutator corresponding
to the *-multiplication is a deformation of the Poisson bracket { , } on M.

Deformation quantization is called differentiable if the * -product is given by a
formal series of bidifferential operators. Differentiable *-product can be restricted
to any open subset U C M.

The formal product * can be thought of as an asymptotic expansion in a
parameter fί of some hypothetical family of noncommutative associative products
{*/>} of ^-dependent operator symbols on M such as Weyl symbols, Wick and
anti-Wick symbols or their generalizations for curved phase spaces (see [2]). These
symbol products have to satisfy the following correspondence principle. For the
functions φ, ψ on M φ^ψ —> φψ and h~l(φ *h ψ — ψ *Λ φ) —> i{φ9 ψ} as h —> 0.

Only a very limited number of examples is known where deformation quantiza-
tion appears in such a way from some concrete family of symbol products {*n}.

Berezin's quantization on Kahler manifolds (see [2]) provides important exam-
ples of differentiable deformation quantizations via the asymptotic expansion of the
product of covariant symbols. Such deformation quantizations were obtained on the
orbits of compact semisimple Lie groups in [7 and 3] and on bounded symmetric
domains in [6 and 4].
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Consider now the most simple example of Berezin's Kahler quantization via
polynomial Wick symbols on Cm obtained by the normal ordering of creation-
annihilation operators.

The monomial (z1)*1 - - (zmγ*(zl)h - (zm)lm is called the Wick symbol of the
operator a\l - a%(a*)11 - - -(β^)//n written in the Wick normal form, where α/ and
a* are creation and annihilation operators respectively, subject to the standard com-
mutation relations \a^ai\ = hδij. The */t-product of two polynomial Wick symbols
/, g induced by the operator product is given by the following well known formula:

7, (1)
V </z/

where the usual multi-index notation is used.
The asymptotic expansion of / *^ g as H —> 0 is already given by formula (1)

and thus defines a differentiable deformation quantization on Cm with a formal
*-product * defined by the same formula (1) with ft replaced by the formal
parameter v.

Let us make the following trivial observation. If we multiply an operator with a
polynomial Wick symbol from the left by the creation operator at or from the right
by the annihilation operator a* its Wick symbol gets point-wise multiplied by zί or

zj respectively. It follows now that */>-multiplication of Wick symbols enjoys the
following property of separation of variables into holomorphic and anti-holomorphic
ones. The *&-multiplication from the left by holomorphic polynomial /(z) or from
the right by anti-holomorphic polynomial g(z) coincides with the point-wise multi-
plication by these polynomials.

The *ft-multiplication of Berezin's covariant symbols on bounded symmetric do-
mains also has the property of separation of variables. Unfortunately, this property
has no analog on compact Kahler manifolds since there are no nonconstant holo-
morphic or anti-holomorphic functions on such manifolds.

It turns out that the property of separation of variables for Kahler quantization
holds "locally" and "asymptotically" as H —> 0 at least in the known cases. Namely,
the deformation quantizations obtained from Berezin's quantization on Cm and in
[3, 4, 6, 7] have the following property of separation of variables.

For each open subset U C M, * -multiplication from the left by a holomorphic
function and from the right by an antiholomorphic function on U coincides with
the pointwise multiplication by these functions.

In [5] a simple geometric construction of some formal differentiable deformation
quantization with separation of variables on an arbitrary Kahler manifold was in-
troduced. In particular cases it provides the quantizations considered in [3, 4, 6, 7],
thus giving their autonomous intrinsic description in terms of the Kahler metrics
alone.

In this paper we shall show that all quantizations with separation of variables on
a Kahler manifold can be obtained by a slightly generalized construction from [5]
and are naturally parametrized by geometric objects, the formal deformations of the
original Kahler metrics.

2. Definition of Deformation Quantization with Separation of Variables

Define a formal differentiable deformation quantization on a symplectic manifold M
(see [1]).
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Let {Cr( , )}, r = 0, 1,2, ... be a family of bidiίferential operators on M, i.e.,
of differential operators which map C°°(M) ® C°°(M) to C°°(M). Define a binary
operation * in the space of formal power series 2F — C°°(M)[[v]], posing for / =

/ * 0 = Σ v r Σ Ct(fj,gk). (2)
r=0 i+j+k=r

The operation * defines a formal deformation quantization on the symplectic
manifold M, if it is associative and for f,g G C°°(M) holds

Cb(/,0) = /0, Cι(/,0) - Cι(0,/) = /{/,#} > (3)

where { , } is the Poisson bracket on M, corresponding to the symplectic structure.
In such a case the operation * is called a * -product.
All the deformation quantizations considered in this paper are formal differen-

tiable, so in the sequel we will not mention it explicitly.
Since a * -product is given by differential operators, it is local, that is, it can be

restricted to any open subset U C M. The restriction of * defines a * -product in
the space ^(U) = C°°(ί/)[[v]].

If there is given a deformation quantization on M then for each open subset
U CM in the space &(U) the algebras &(U) and &(U) of the left and right
^-multiplication operators act, respectively. For f,g£ ^(U) define the operators
Lf e &(U) and Rg e &(U) by the relations Lfg = Rgf = f * g.

The operators from &(U) commute with the operators from ffl(U)9 [Lf9Rg] = 0.
For U = M denote & = &(M\ 01 = 3t(M).
Let @(U) be the algebra of the formal series of difTerential operators of the form

A = X^o v Ar, where Ar are differential operators on U with smooth coefficients.
These series act as linear operators on the space 3F(U\ for A = J]̂ 0 vrAr and

r=0 5=0

Since one can take a pointwise product of the elements of ^(U\ ^(U) is included

in @(U) as the algebra of pointwise multiplication operators. It follows from the
definition of *-product that £f(U) and &(U) are subalgebras of &(U}.

Further, we will refer sometimes to formal series of functions, operators etc., as
to formal functions, operators, or even omit the word formal, which must not lead
to a misunderstanding.

Let M be a Kahler manifold of complex dimension m with a Kahler form ωo
of the type (1,1).

Definition. A deformation quantization on the Kahler manifold M is called a
deformation quantization with separation of variables if, for any open subset
U C M and functions a,b,fe C°°(t/), such that a is holomorphic and b antiholo-
morphic, aik f = a /, / * 6 = / 6 holds.

If on M there is defined a deformation quantization with separation of variables,
then for a holomorphic function a and antiholomorphic function b on an arbitrary
open subset U C M, the operators La and Rb are the operators of pointwise multipli-
cation by the functions a and b respectively, La = a and Rb = b. If, moreover, U is a
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coordinate chart with holomorphic coordinates z *, . . . , zm, then, since for / £
the operator Lf commutes with Rfι = zl, it contains only partial derivatives by zk.

Similarly, the operator Rf contains only partial derivatives by z l.

3. Deformation of Kahler Metrics Corresponding to Quantization
With Separation of Variables

With each deformation quantization with separation of variables on a Kahler man-
ifold M with a Kahler form ωo, we canonically associate a formal deformation of
the Kahler metrics ωo, i.e., a formal series ω = ωo + vωi + v2ω2 H ---- such that
ω 1,0)2,... are closed but not necessarily nondegenerate forms of the type (1,1)
on M.

On a contractible coordinate chart {/, there exists a Kahler potential ΦQ £
C°°(U) such that ωo = iddΦQ = igudzk Λ dz 7, where g^ = d2ΦQ/dzkdzl. Here as
well as below we use the tensor rule of summation over repeated indices. The
Kahler potential Φ0 is defined up to a summand of the form a + 6, where a is a
holomorphic and b an antiholomorphic function on U.

Denote by (gϊk) the inverse matrix to (gki) The Poisson bracket of the functions
f,g £ C°°(U) can be expressed as follows:

- - -
dz* dz-1 d z k l

On M let a deformation quantization be defined. Introduce bidiίferential operators
Dr( , ), such that for u, v £ C°°(M), Z)r(w, ϋ) = Cr(w, υ) - Cr(v, u) holds. From (3)
it follows that Z)0 = 0, and £>!=/{-,• }• Thus for f = Σ™=Q vrfr and # = Σ^o ̂

OO

f*g-g + f=Σΐ Σ D,(fj,gt). (4)
r=l ί+j+k=r

Lemma 1. Lei U be a contractible coordinate chart on M. The system of
equations for an unknown function u on U, D\(u,zk} = fk, k= l,...,m, where
fk G C°°(U), has a solution if and only if for all k,kf Dλ(fk,zk') = Dl(fk\zk)
holds. Then the solution u is determined up to a holomorphic summand.

Proof. By using the fact that D\=i{ , }, the lemma can easily be reduced to
the assertion that the solvability condition of the equation du = Qkifkdzl is a
θ-closedness of the form gkifkdz1.

Proposition 1. On a Kahler manifold M with a Kahler form ωo let a formal
deformation quantization with separation of variables be defined. Then on each
contractible coordinate chart UcM there exist formal functions w 1 , . . . , w w G
1F(U) such that uk * zk — zk * uk = vδkk , where δ is the Kronecker symbol.

Proof. We will construct, say, the function u = u1. Let u = UQ + vu\ + v2U2 + . . ..
The coefficients ur have to satisfy the following system of equations,

oo r—l

ΣvrΣDr-s(Us,zk) = vδlk, k=l,...,m. (5)
r=0 s=0
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Equating the coefficients at the same powers of v on the left-hand and right-hand
sides of (5) we get, at r = 1, the equations D\(u^zk) = δlk, k = l,...,m. Taking
into account that D\ = i{ , }, it is easy to check that the function UQ — dΦ0/dzl

satisfies these equations. For r > 1, the obtained equations are as follows,

Σ;/Wι<,,z*) = 0, k=l9...9m. (6)
5=0

We construct the functions us step by step using Eqs. (6) and Lemma 1. Assume
that for s < n the functions us are constructed and satisfy Eqs. (6) for r ^ n. We
are going to show that the function un can be found from Eqs. (6) for r = n + 1,
which we rewrite in the following form,

z) = Dn-s+ι(uS9z) = 09 k=l,...,m. (7)
s=0

It follows from Lemma 1 that Eqs. (7) can be solved for unknown un if the sum

5=0

is symmetric with respect to the permutation of the indices k and k1 '. The Jacoby
identity for the ^-commutator (4) is reduced to the identities

r-l

Σ
/=ι

A(A -, (/, 9\ h) + cyclic permutation of /, g9 h = 0 (8)

for any smooth functions f,g,h. Setting in (8) / = uS9 g — zk, h—zk', r — n —
s + 2, and taking into account that since zk pair-wise *-commute, Dr(zk,zk'} — 0
holds, we get

= 0 . (9)
/=!

Summing up Eqs. (9) for s = 0, 1, . . . , « — 1 and changing the order of summation,
we get

Λ+l n-i+\ f f

= -Σ Σ (AΦβ-ί- i+2(««Z*),Z*)-AΦ»-/-ί+2(««Z*),Z*)). (10)
i=2 5=0

It follows from the fact that Dι(u0,z
k) = δlk *-commutes with zk' that Dί(Dι(uG,z

k\
zk ) = 0, therefore the inner sum on the right-hand side of (10) at i = n + 1 is equal
to zero. It follows from (6) that the inner sum on the right-hand side of (10) is
equal to zero also for 1 < / < n + 1, thus the right-hand side of (10) equals zero
which proves the solvability of the system (7) for unknown sn. The proposition is
proved.
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In a completely analogous way, one can find the formal functions vl,...,vm G

such that vl */ -/ * vl = -vδll> ' .

Since Lzk = zk, it follows from Proposition 1 that [Luk,zk ] = vδkk . Using the
fact that the operators from <£?(£/) contain only partial derivatives by zk, the oper-
ators Luk and similarly, operators Rvι, can be calculated explicitly.

Lemma 2. Luk = uk + vd/dzk, Rvι = vl + vδ/δf 7.

Introduce the formal differential forms α = — J^Λ u
kdzk and β = ̂ / v

ldzl . Since

the operators Zw* and ̂  commute, one gets duk/dzl — dυl/dzk, therefore 3α =

dβ. Define the closed formal differential form ω = /<3α = idβ of the type (1,1).
As follows from the proof of Proposition 1, the first term of the formal series ω
coincides with ωo, therefore ω is a deformation of the Kahler form ωo.

Assume ul,...,um is another set of solutions of (5), and set α = — Σk ύ
kdzk. It

follows from Lemma 2 and from the fact that the operators Lak and Rvι commute,

that the form idS, coincides with ω, that is, ω does not depend on the concrete
choice of the solution of system (5). It is easy to show also that ω does not depend
on the choice of coordinates on C/1

It follows from the Poincare δ-lemma that on a contractible coordinate chart
U C M there exists a formal series Φ = ΦQ + vΦi H ---- ̂  2F , which is a potential
of the formal Kahler metrics ω = ωo + vωi -f v2α>2 -f . . .. That means that for all
r ^ 0, ωr = iddΦr = i(dΦ2

r/dzkdzl)dzk Λ dz l.

Since ω = idea — id(-dΦ), then α + dΦ is a <9-closed form of the type (1,0).
Therefore the coefficients of α 4- dΦ9 which are equal to dΦ/dzk — uk ', are holo-
morphic. Now it is straightforward that Ldφ/dzk = dΦ/dzk + vd/dzk and, similarly,

Thus, starting from a given deformation quantization with separation of variables,
we construct on each contractible chart U C M a. formal deformation ω of the Kahler
form ωo. It follows from the construction of the form ω that on the intersections
of charts the local forms agree with each other and define a global form ω on M.

Theorem 1. Each deformation quantization with separation of variables on a
Kahler manifold M canonically corresponds to a formal Kahler metrics ω, which
is a deformation of the Kahler metrics ωo on M. If Φ is a potential of the for-
mal metrics ω on a coordinate chart U C M, then Ldφ/dzk = dΦ/dzk + vd/dzk and

1 + vd/dz1.

4. A Construction of the Quantization with Separation of Variables
from Deformation of Kahler Metrics

Our goal is to generalize the construction of the deformation quantization announced
in [5].

Assume that there is given a formal deformation ω of the Kahler metrics ωo
on M.

Lemma 3. Assume that on a contractible coordinate chart U C M, there is cho-
sen a potential Φ = ΦQ + vΦ\ + £ ̂  of the formal metrics ω. Then the set of
formal series of differential operators from ®(U\ which commute with the oper-
ators zl and dΦ/dzl -f vd/dz1, depends only on the metrics ω, rather than on the
concrete choice of the potential
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Proof. If Φ' G 2F is another potential of the metrics ω, then Φ' = Φ + α + b,
where α and b are formal series of holomorphic and antiholomorphic functions,
respectively. An operator which commutes with zl and dΦ/dzl + vd/dz1, commutes
also with multiplication by antiholomorphic functions. Therefore, it commutes with
dΦ'/dzl + vd/dzl = (dΦ/dzl + vd/dzl) + db/dzl

9 which implies the assertion of the
lemma.

Denote the set of formal operators mentioned in Lemma 3 by &ω(U). Notice
that J&?ω(£7) is an operator algebra.

Let U be a coordinate chart on M with a potential Φ0 of the Kahler metrics ω0

defined on it. Denote by S(U) the set of differential operators with smooth coeffi-
cients on U, which commute with multiplication by the antiholomorphic coordinates
z7, i.e. which contain only partial derivatives by zk.

Define the differential operators Dl on U, Dl = glkd/dzk = ί{zl, }.

Lemma 4. For all kJJ' = 1,..., m the following relations hold:

(i) [Dl,D1'] = 0;

(ή)[D!,dΦ0/dz!'] = δl

l,;
(iii) d/dzk = guD

l.

The assertion of the lemma can be checked by direct calculations.
It follows from Lemma 4 that any operator from S(U) can be canonically repre-

sented as a sum of monomials of the form a^ ιAD
ΐl - - - D1*, where a^ /s G C°°(U)

is symmetric with respect to //.

Definition. The twisted symbol of an operator A G S(U)9 which is represented in
the canonical form A = Σ aι\ ιsD

lλ Dls, is a polynomial in ξl,..., ξm, a(ξ) =
£>/, lsξ

lί "-ξls with coefficients in C°°(U).

From Lemma 4 easily follows

Lemma 5. Let a(ξ) be the twisted symbol of an operator A G S(U). Then the
twisted symbol of the operator [A, dΦ0/dzl] is equal to da/dξ1

Consider a system of equations for an unknown operator A G S(U)9

[A,dΦ0/dzl]=Bh / = l , . . . , m , (11)

where £/ G S(U\

Lemma 6. System (11) has solutions if and only if for all IJ' [B^dΦQ/dz1 ] =
[Bif.dΦQ/dz1]. If AQ is a partial solution of the system, then the general solution
is of the form AQ +A\9 where A\ is an arbitrary multiplication operator.

Proof. Pass to the twisted symbols a,bι of the operators A,Bι, respectively. Sys-
tem (11) transforms to the equation da = ^lbfdξl, where da = ^2ι(da/dξl)dξl.
The assertion of the lemma is now reduced to a standard fact concerning differential
forms with polynomial coefficients, which follows from Euler's identity.

Proposition 2. Let α>o be a Kahler metrics on M and U C M be a contractible
coordinate chart. For each formal function f — Σvrfr G ̂ (U)9 there exists a

unique formal series of differential operators Af = ΣVAr from J£?ωo(t7), such

that A f l = f. In particular, AQ is a multiplication operator by the function /Q.
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Proof. Since Af commutes with antiholomorphic functions, all the operators Ar are
in S(U). Let ΦQ be a potential of the metrics ωo. The commutation condition of

Af with dΦo/dz1 -f vd/dz l is equivalent to the system of equations [Ao, dΦQ/dz1] = 0
and

[Ar9dΦQ/dzl] = [d/dzl,Ar^] . (12)

Find all the terms of the series Af step by step. It follows from Lemma 5 that AQ is
a multiplication operator, so A$l = /o implies that AQ = /0. Assume that we have
found all the operators Ar for r < s which satisfy (12) and such that Arl = fr. Let
us now show that As can be found from (12) for r = s, i.e., that the conditions of
Lemma 6 on the right-hand side of (12) are satisfied,

It follows from the Jacoby identity for commutators that

δ 1 δΦo] _ ΓΓ δ δΦo] , 1 Γ δ Γ δΦo
T37?A-1 5 TZJΓ ~ T3]"> Tip" >4s-l H- TΓ7? M-s-l? TI/7
δz J δz J lloz oz J J [δz L δz

_ [ a 2 φo , 1 , Γ A Γ A A

It is easy to check that the last expression is symmetric with respect to the permu-
tation of / and /'. Thus system (12) is solvable for r = s. Among its solutions there
is the only one solution As such that As\ = fs. The assertion is proved.

Lemma 7. For a given formal function / = /o + v/i H ---- G ^(U) there exists a
function g — go + vg\ -\ ---- e ^(U) such that Afg = I if and only if /o does not
vanish on U. Then g is defined uniquely and go = I//Q.

Proof. Let A / = £) vrAr. The condition Afg = 1 is equivalent to the system of

equations A$gQ = 1 and A$gr = —Y^slQAr-sgs. According to Proposition 2, AQ =
/o, therefore if /o does not vanish, all the functions gr can be calculated step by
step. That completes the proof.

Lemma 8. Let the formal functions f,g£ ^(U) be such that Afg — 1. Then the
operator Ag is inverse to Af and, in particular, Agf — 1.

Proof. The operator AfAg belongs to J*?ωo(t7). Since AfAg\ = Afg = 1, then AfAg

= A\ = 1. It follows from Lemma 7 that the coefficient at the zero power of v of
the formal series g does not vanish. Therefore, there exists a function h G ^(U)
such that Agh = 1, so AgAh = 1. Thus the operator Ag has both left and right inverse
operators which immediately implies the assertion of the lemma.

We will use some elementary facts about formal series. Let R be a vector space
and R — /?[[v]] be the space of formal series with coefficients in R. There is a
decreasing filtration in R, R = RQ D ̂ i D ̂ 2 , where Rn consists of the series of
the form A = Σ^n vrAr, Ar G R. An element A G R is of the order w, ord(^4) = «, if

A G Rn\Rn+ι. A series ^An with the elements^ G R, such that the order ord(^ίw) — >
oo as n — > CXD, converges to an element of R with respect to the topology defined
by the filtration. If A — B is of the order «, we write A = B (mod v").
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For an arbitrary formal function S = SQ + vS\ -\ ---- G ̂ (U) define its exponent,

es _ es0 Σ^Q(l/nl)(S - So)" G ^"(£7). The series in the definition of the exponent
converges since ord((S — So)") = n

Lemma 9. For S G ^(£7), 3^/δz* = (dS/dz^e8 anddes/dzl = (dS/dzl)es More-
over, for S, Γ G ^(U) the equality es eτ = es+τ holds.

The proof is standard.

Proposition 3. Let ω be a formal deformation of the Kahler metrics ω0 on M and
U CM be a contractίble coordinate chart. For each formal function g = Σvrgr G
J^(£7) there exists a unique formal series of differential operators Bg = ^vrBr

from JS?ω(£7) such that Bgl = g

Proof. Let Φ = Φ0 + vΦi + v2Φ2 H ---- be a potential of ω. Set S = Φ\ -f vΦ2

+ .... It follows from Lemma 9 that e~s(dΦQ/dzl + vd/dΞ l)es = dΦ/dzl + vd/dz l.
Since, moreover, e~szles = zl we get that e~s^fωo(U)es — <&ω(U). The operator

Bg exists if and only if there is a function / G ̂ (U) such that e~s(Af)es = Bg.

It is enough for / to satisfy the relation e~sAf(es) = g or Af(es) = esg, which

is equivalent to the equality AfA^ =Aesg. From Lemmas 7 and 8 it follows that

there is a function h G ̂ (U) such that the operator Ah is inverse to Aes. Therefore
Af — A^fjAh, and so / =Aesgh, which completes the proof.

According to Proposition 3, the mapping / ^ Bf is a bijection of ^(U) onto
&ω(U). Since JSfω(£/) is an operator algebra, one can define in ^(U) an associative
product *, carrying over to ^(U) the operator product from j£?ω(£7). For /,^ G
^(U) by definition #/*# = ̂ /^ Applying both sides of the obtained equality to

the constant 1, one gets f it g — B f g . That means that Bf is a left multiplication

operator in the algebra ^(U) with the operation *. Denote Lf = Bf.
Calculate the first two terms of the formal series of operators Lfι.

Lemma 10. Lz-ι = zl + vD1 (mod v2).

Proof. Let Lz-ι =A + vB (mod v2), then

(13)

The operators Lfι and dΦ/dzl + vd/dz1 commute, therefore the coefficients at
the zero and first powers of v on the right-hand side of (13) are equal to zero. First,

[A, dΦQ/dzl ] = 0, therefore, according to Lemma 5, A is a multiplication operator.
Since Lz-/l = Al —zl then A — zl . Taking into account that A = z l, we get the

equation [B,dΦo/dzl } = δ\t. Since B\ = 0, from Lemma 5 follows that B = Dl .
The lemma is proved.

Now we obtain the formula expressing the operator L/, / G ̂ (U), via LΞι.

Proposition 4.

where α is a multi-index.
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Proof. It follows from Lemma 10 that ord(Z,f/— f7) = 1, therefore ord((Lz-—
f)α) = |α| so the series in (14) converges. Denote temporarily the right-hand side
of (14) by A. Since (LE\ —zl)l = 0, then A\ — /, so to prove the proposition it
is enough to show that A e «S?ω(£7). Let α — (i\9...,im) be a multi-index. Intro-
duce the following notation, α ± / = ( i \ 9 . . . , / / ± 1,..., im). Taking into account that
Lfι e Jδfω(C7), one gets

+/

and

which implies that

The proposition is proved.

Example. Let us show now how the deformation quantization obtained from the
Wick symbol product (see Introduction) can be derived from our formalism.

We take M = Cw, ω = ω0 - i Σj dzj Λ d? and φ = Σj \ZJ\2- τhen f7 = dΦ/dz *,
thus Lfj =zj +vd/dzj'. Now formula (14) reduces to (1) with h replaced by the
formal parameter v.

It immediately follows from Proposition 4 and bilinearity of the product * that
the product * is given by formula (2) for some bidifferential operators Cr. Let
u9 v G C°°(U). Calculate the operators Q and C\ considering the first two terms of
the series u * v and taking into account Lemma 10,

vΣ — T
/ dzlw* v = Luv = uv + — Tl

It follows that CQ(U,V) — uv and C\(u9v) — Σιdu/dzlDlv> therefore

dv du du dv\ , Λ

-*-£ -17 ~ -̂7 ~ ) = '{"' y} '

That means that the product * is a *-product on the chart U with the Kahler
metrics COQ. It is clear from the construction of the product * from the deformation
of Kahler metrics ω that on the intersections of charts the products * agree with
each other and define a global deformation quantization with separation of variables
on the Kahler manifold M. From Theorem 1 it follows that the deformation of
Kahler metrics corresponding to the *-product *, coincides with ω. Thus we have
stated the following
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Theorem 2. Deformation quantizations with separation of variables on a Kahler
manifold M are in 1-1 correspondence with the formal deformations of the Kahler
metrics ω0 on M. If on M there is given a quantization with separation of
variables corresponding to a formal deformation ω of the metrics ωo, U is a
contractible coordinate chart on M, and Φ is a potential of ω on U, then the
operators of left it-multiplication =£?(£/) are characterized by the property that
they commute with multiplication by antiholomorphίc functions and with the oper-
ators Rsφ/dfl = dΦ/dz1 + vd/dzl. Similarly, the operators of right it-multiplication
&(U) are characterized by the property that they commute with multiplication by
holomorphic functions and with the operators Ldφ/dzk = dΦ/dzk + vd/dzk.
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